
Saves time and energy - because I don’t have to generate those 
reports every week.

IntelliBoard has impacted our internal operational flow.

– Academic Affairs Technical Lead, Loyola University 

Drive action from 
your data.

Improve Learning Outcomes 
Use your data sources to track learners’ progress toward 
course completion, identify at-risk learners, proactively 
intervene, and tie your success metrics to learning data. 

Grow Retention & Engagement 
Transform your organization from reactive to proactive by 
elevating your learning data to make data-driven decisions 
and increase engagement, persistence, and retention.

Save Costs & Increase Efficiency 
Build reports easily, securely share insights with 
stakeholders, and automate notifications identifying 
struggling learners to drive successful interventions.

Ensure Compliance 
Adhere to legal and ethical guidelines, confirming each 
learner receives and completes the appropriate level of 
education and training.

Integrate Your Data With All of Your Learning Systems

Learning Analytics Platform

Get a Demo Learn more at IntelliBoard.net

Meet a powerful learning analytics platform with predictive modeling that  
will help you achieve your retention, engagement, and compliance goals.



Get a Demo Learn more at IntelliBoard.net

Clients Served

500+
The IntelliBoard Learning Analytics Platform is designed to 
help organizations improve learning outcomes. Using data 
from a wide array of sources like learning management 
systems, student information systems, collaboration tools, 
and human resource systems coupled with predictive 
models, organizations can achieve their retention, 
engagement, and compliance goals while gaining 
efficiencies.

By integrating with over 20 leading learning platforms, 
50 built-in data sets, and using predictive modeling 
techniques, the platform collects and analyzes data about 
learners and their contexts. This information provides 
decision-makers with data-driven insights to inform their 
decisions and help impove learning experiences.

Platform Capabilities

Bring your data from LMS, SIS, 
collaboration, attendance, plus

Integrate

Build and customize your own 
reports and dashboards

Build

Share your reports and dashboards 
with your peers

Collaborate

Get insights with pre-built 
visualization for each stakeholder

Analyze

Set your rules to identify at risk 
learners and dollars

Identify

Intervene early with machine learning 
models based on your data

Predict

Create your own notification 
program and track communication

Communicate

Schedule processing updates from 
your data sources

Automate

Ensure privacy and compliance 
with role-based permissions

Secure

Analyze All of Your Data on One Unified Platform

Data Integration Analytics Machine Learning
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Learners Analyzed

46M+

Reports Generated

1B+
Integrations Performed

20+


